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Chris
and
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When we found out that 85% of the
clothes people buy end up in landfills
and incinerators prematurely,
we wanted to stop contributing to
the needless waste and start a fashion
revolution of mindful consumption to
make the right impact with people who
shared our vision and passion.
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Style Theory:
Who Are We?

Style Theory is Southeast Asia’s largest
fashion rental subscription platform,
seeking to be a new, sustainable way of
fashion consumption.
We combine fashion and technology,
bringing to market a new concept of
living. We are here to continuously
innovate and improve the way
consumers access fashion.
By giving our subscribers access to an
“infinite designer wardrobe”, we let
them unlock a whole new way to
express their individual sense of style more options to choose from, but
without the associated impacts of
environmental waste.
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Why did
we start
a fashion
rental
business?

Today, textile production
is the world’s second
most polluting industry
after the oil industry.
Garment manufacturing
contributes to 20% of
water pollution.
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W H Y D I D W E STA RT A FA S H I O N R E N TA L B U S I N E S S ?

Global Impact
Carbon Emissions
1.2 billion tonnes

In 2018, the
total greenhouse gas
emissions from textile
production stands
at 1.2 billion tonnes
annually, which is more
than all international
flights and maritime
shipping combined.

60%

New clothes are
being produced and
disposed of at
alarming rates.
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Carbon emissions are
projected to rise by more
than 60% by 2030.

W H Y D I D W E STA RT A FA S H I O N R E N TA L B U S I N E S S ?

Waste
20% of global
production waste comes
from the textile and
apparel sectors.
That’s the equivalent of
one garbage truck full of
textiles either sent to
the landfill or incinerator
every second.

Water Usage
It takes 2,720 litres
of water to make a
T-shirt. That’s as much
as you’d drink over a
three-year period.

2,720 litres

Apparel production is
also extremely
water-intensive.
5 trillion liters =
2 million Olympic-sized
swimming pools

Fabric dyeing alone
uses 5 trillion litres of
water each year.
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W H Y D I D W E STA RT A FA S H I O N R E N TA L B U S I N E S S ?

Local Impact

Waste
210,000 tonnes disposed

12,600 tonnes recycled

In Singapore, more than
210,000 tonnes of textile &
leather was disposed of in 2018.
Only 6% are being recycled.
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The remaining disposed
textile and leather that could
fill 1,050 soccer fields
are sent for incineration.

According to a 2016 survey by
Channel News Asia, Singaporeans
purchase an average of 34 new pieces
of clothing and discard 27 pieces of
used clothing each year.
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W H Y D I D W E STA RT A FA S H I O N R E N TA L B U S I N E S S ?

Style
Theory as
a solution
With the fashion industry having
such devastating impacts on our
environment, we wanted to change
the way we consume fashion and
brought the sharing economy to
our own wardrobes.
By renting clothes instead of
buying them, our subscribers are
able to save the resources and
reduce carbon emissions needed to
produce new clothes.
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W H Y D I D W E STA RT A FA S H I O N R E N TA L B U S I N E S S ?

On average, our subscribers rent
as many as 12 designer pieces a month.
With over 6,000 subscribers,
the #womenofstyletheory community
continues to grow in impact, as they
share their Style Theory journey with us,
and the people around them.
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“
I’m able to try
different clothes
weekly without
cluttering my
wardrobe or
regretting a buy.
Audrey,
Subscriber since 2017
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What
are we
doing now?
Single-use
Plastic No More
At a company level, we stopped
providing single-use plastic
bottles and switched to common
water dispensers instead.
We also recycle the used coffee
grounds and capsules through
sustainable recycling initiatives
by local partners.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Green Operations

At our new warehouse,
we are switching to LED motion-sensor
lights that will help us to save energy
and reduce our carbon footprint.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Go Lite On Packaging
Garment Folder Bag
Although we reuse
our boxes for as long
as we can, they get
worn out eventually.

We decided there had to be a
more sustainable alternative,
that would not take away the
feel-good factor of opening your
Style Theory package when it arrives.

It’s reusable, portable and a lot more
compact! The amount of polymailers
we use overall also decreases.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

No Paper, Please!
We made our shipping
process greener by giving
subscribers the option to
opt for no-wrapping paper
packaging in their box.
With our subscribers opting out of
paper packaging, we save at least
3,000 sheets of paper a month.
That’s an improvement of more than
30% reduction in paper use.

More
Self-Collection
Points

• Style Theory HQ
• NEW WeWork City House
• NEW Style Theory Capsule
at 313@Somerset
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Since April 2019, we partnered with
WeWork Singapore to create an
additional pick-up and drop-off
point, which is conveniently located
in the heart of Central Business

Self-collections have increased
from 7% in 2018 to 25% of total
monthly orders in 2019.
This helps us improve turnaround time
and reduce our carbon emissions.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Investing In
Quality That Last
We invest in high quality
designer pieces that last.
We also want to support brands
that align with our cause and are
not merely driven by fashion trends.
Currently, we carry five
eco-friendly brands and
hope to expand our range of
sustainable labels in the future.

ETHICAL &
S U STA I N A B L E
• Kowtow
• The Rushing Hour
FA I R T R A D E
• Wray
• Mata Traders
• People Tree
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Style Theory
Infinite Wardrobe
30,000+
Designer pieces
250+ International
designer brands
2,500+
#OOTDs

Style Theory’s Infinite Wardrobe
has come a long way since we
first started in 2016.
So your outfits are sorted.
Now, what about bags?
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Style Theory
in Singapore
2016: Launched
Style Theory Apparel
Southeast Asia’s largest designer
fashion rental subscription platform

2017: Launched
Style Theory Bags
The first designer bag rental
subscription in Singapore

2018: Launched
Style Theory Share
Our first consignment programme
that accepts designer apparel and
bags from our community for our
subscribers to reduce textile waste
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Subscribers can try before they
buy to reduce buyers’ remorse and
enjoy greater fashion freedom.
They can buy less and wear so much
more from a variety of styles without
having to worry about wear and tear.

Most of the packaging we use to ship
the bags to our subscribers are reusable,
from the box to our dust bags and the air
cushions that keep the bags in shape.
Subscribers can choose to self-collect
from our pick-up and drop-off points.
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“
Rental, resale and
refurbishment models
lengthen the product
lifecycle while
offering the newness
consumers desire.
McKinsey x Business of Fashion,
The State of Fashion 2019
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How is our
community
involved?

Consigning

Donating clothes

Opting for
self collection
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Apparel
Consignment
With sustainability continuing to
dominate fashion conversations in
2019, we felt it was the right time
to introduce apparel and bag
consignment to our subscribers.
According to ThredUp’s 2019
Resale Report, the second-hand
market is projected to overtake
fashion within the next ten years.
$64B
$44B
$35B
$21B

$24B

$9B

ThredUp's 2019 Resale Report:
Annual Revenue of Fast Fashion and Second-hand Fashion

Fast Fashion
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Secondhand

W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

For participants of the programme,
we will walk them through the
consignment process, and help to
recycle their garments responsibly
for them when their apparel reach
the end of its lifecycle.

By creating this circular
economy, we help to reduce
demand for buying new clothes
and prevent clothes from going
to trash prematurely.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Partnerships
Educational Institutions

In January 2019, we partnered
with LASALLE College of the
Arts for an upcycling initiative,
where we collected 816 pieces of
clothing donated by our followers.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Partnerships
Local Partners

We worked with local companies
Seastainable Co and Bamboo
Straw Girl to put together
sustainable kits, which were gifted
to followers who donated 10 or
more pieces, to encourage the
practice of donating and upcycling.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Partnerships
Educational Institutions

We also partnered with
first-year fashion students
from MDIS for an upcycled
fashion competition, where
the students created garments
from over 400 polymailers
used in our packaging.
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W H AT A R E W E D O I N G N OW ?

Partnerships
Organisations
Remaining garments from the
collection drive were donated to
Greensquare for textile recycling.
Greensquare aims to keep textiles
in a closed recycling loop to help
conserve natural resources and
reduce environmental pollution.
Their recyclables are sold to
second-hand textile importers
in various developing countries.
In addition, we’ve recently
partnered with Playeum,
Children’s Centre for Creativity,
to upcycle our boxes.
The not-for-profit organisation
uses second-hand materials to
create play spaces, providing
play and creative opportunities
that serve disadvantaged
children in our community.
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What are our
commitments
for 2019?
As a company, we are working towards
being more transparent. We know we
still have a long way to go on this
journey towards sustainability, but we
want to commit to further reducing our
carbon footprint.
We also aim to publish sustainability
reports annually, as we want to be
accountable for our impact on the
industry, and the environment.
We also have a retirement programme
in place for clothes that no longer meet
the standards we want to uphold for our
subscribers, so that we can recycle
them responsibly and keep in the loop.
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Action Plan
Wider Garment
Folder Bag Adoption
After launching the garment
folder bag, our next priority is to
make it accessible to more users.

Lock-and-Go
To accommodate the busy
schedules of subscribers and
reduce missed deliveries, we plan
to launch the Lock-and-Go
programme. Parcels will be safely
secured to their gates in the event
that no one is home to receive it.
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Greener Polymailers
Since we still can’t do away with
polymailers completely, we’ll make
them friendlier for the environment
by switching to compostable
polymailers that can compost in a
year under the right conditions.

The RE: Programme
After our first partnership with
Lasalle, we plan to develop a
recycling programme, where we
work with educational institutions
to upcycle our clothes.

Turn Waste Into Art
Sustainability should be a part of
our spaces too. We’ll start with
creating upcycled art installations
to brighten up our office walls.
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Give Back To
Our Community
Our community events are a
great way for us to connect with
our subscribers, and to do good
for the environment.
We hope to partner with more
brands and organisations who
share the same goal of making
consumers more mindful.
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Style Theory In A Nutshell

30,000+

40,000+

designer pieces in our
infinite wardrobe

users

36,000

816

sheets of paper saved
a year from removing
wrapping paper

pieces of clothing
collected for upcycling
and recycling

3x

8

increase in monthly boxes
that opt for self-collection
from 2018 to 2019

sustainability
partners and counting

Partners:
Bamboo Straw Girl
Greensquare
LASALLE College of the Arts
Laura Francois of Fashion Revolution
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MDIS
Playeum
Seastainable Co.
WeWork

Paving the way
for a circular
fashion future.

styletheory.co
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